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Abstract 

A new integrated system with the capacity to help minimize the coastal 
environmental impacts when a pollutant load is discharged into the sea, in 
particular oil spills, is presented. The system, named SAMM, integrates 
simulation models (oil spills, dumping of sewage, brine, etc.) and risk 
assessment tools for decision-making in emergency situations so as to minimize 
the environmental and socio-economic impact of marine spills. The main core 
modules of the integrated system are: Monitoring and Data, Simulations and 
Risk Analysis. The present system has been developed by an interdisciplinary 
team that has worked on many previous projects in the field and recently 
received a national award. This paper describes the modelling implemented in 
the integrated system and shows examples of real applications in coastal areas 
and seas. 
Keywords: management of water pollution, environmental monitoring, oil spill. 

1 Introduction 

The SAMM system integrates simulation models (oil spills, dumping of sewage, 
brine, etc.) and risk assessment tools for decision-making in emergency 
situations so as to minimize the environmental and socio-economic impact of 
marine spills. 
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     The system is open in that it has interfaces for real time capture of data of a 
varied nature without being dependent on any of them. It is flexible, with its 
modular nature enabling it to adapt to requirements as they vary over time. The 
inclusion in the system of new types of incidents, new risk scenarios and 
situations or a geographical relocation of the analysis environment are some of 
the features worthy of mention. An interesting additional feature available with 
the system is that of allowing the operator to simulate a future hypothetical 
situation based on the currently monitored situation or on other hypothetical 
situations. This concept is of crucial importance when we speak of early alerts. 
     The main core modules of the integrated system are: 
 Monitoring and Data: On-line data (wind, sea current, wave height, 

temperature, etc.) are automatically retrieved (in real time) from many 
different sources or manually inserted by users. The Real Time Monitoring 
System (RTMS) allows the detection of potentially dangerous scenarios that 
could give rise to accidental marine pollution and to activate early alert calls 
based on a computed risk level.  

 Simulations: Giving access to a complete set of tools for oil spill simulations 
management (creation, edition, modifying, etc., with different spill models). 
Many different simulations can be performed at the same time, so the 
influence of the different decisions and/or changes in the environmental 
situation can be compared in terms of water pollution or coastal impact. 

 Risk Analysis: Which provides a list of risk scenarios generated in 
accordance with the Data, the results of the RTMS, the Geographic 
Information System (GIS) and an expert’s rule based system. When 
simulations are carried out, the evolution of the risk level through every 
simulation is independently computed and showed too. 

2 Functional tools of the SAMM system 

Noteworthy among the functionalities of SAMM are: 
 Real time data capture. – Dedicated to the insertion into the system in real 

time of data related to external events such as buoy data (winds, currents, 
etc.), maritime traffic and others.  

 Integrated graphic interface. – Dedicated to graphic representation, in user 
selected layers, of all the information available to the system: buoys and 
relevant data (Winds, Currents, Wave Height, Temperature), Vessels (course 
and load), in addition to data manually introduced by the user, Alert levels, 
and Spill Simulations. The integrated graphic interface is highly 
configurable. The operator can hide the non-relevant information or position 
the display windows as he or she sees fit. As it is a multi-window system 
with multi-monitor support, the operator can distribute the windows among 
the various monitors as required. 

 Geographical representation. – Used to locate in a specific geographical 
environment the information received and/or processed by the system. A 
zoom is available for specified geographical areas. The presented data are 
classified in layers to facilitate operator navigation. The information as it is 
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presented on the screen is synchronised at any given moment in all the 
different possible display views in which it appears. The system displays the 
information in multiple views. 

 Risk analysis, alert system and response protocol system. – A set of rule-
making decisions enables analysis of existing risks, establishment of alert 
levels and ordering of response protocols. The rules are established through 
Probabilistic Analysis of Risks and Event Trees that can be associated with 
the different situations (scenarios) that are possible in the environment. The 
rules can be modified, complemented, or replaced with others that come 
from previous experiences and/or subject matter experts. The risk viewer 
represents the alert level for the current visible situation and the different 
risk scenarios inspected by the system for this situation. 

 Hydrocarbon spill simulation. – The system uses programmes that enable 
drift prediction after an involuntary and/or accidental oil spill. Spill 
environment characteristics (Winds, Currents, Waves and Temperature) are 
taken into account in the simulations, as well as the physical/chemical 
characteristics of the hydrocarbons involved. The temporal evolution of the 
physical/chemical characteristics of the hydrocarbon while it is in the sea 
(weathering) can be determined, as well as when it reaches land should such 
a circumstance occur. The spill simulations are carried out using the 
system’s Integrated Graphic Interface.  

 Forecast of coastal impact and damage. – The combined action of the 
Integrated Graphic Interface, GIS and Spill Simulation allows forecasts to be 
made of the areas where the spill will pass by and impact with the coast. 
Evaluation of coastal impact and weathering enables a prediction of the 
extent of coastal damage. 

 Integrated historical archive. – At any given moment the operator has 
available an observation time framework. He or she can quickly consult a 
past situation or hypothetical future situations that have been introduced. 

 Early alert system. – Responsible for performing the following controls for 
the area under observance: 
 Control of maritime traffic. 
 Control of weather conditions. 
 Control of protected areas (distances). 
 Predefined Alert Rules. 
 Automatic valuation of Alert Rules. 
 Current alert level display (number/colour). 

 Risk Management System. – Performs the following functions: 
 Scenario capture for simulation of alternatives. 
 Listing of situations that give rise to protocols. 
 Personalised response protocols in accordance with emergencies 

definable/modifiable by the user. 
 Incorporation of predefined protocols. 

 Simulations. – The system allows the editing of risk situations and 
corresponding data, enabling it to create simulations in the event of 
hypothetical events related to hydrocarbon spills at sea. 
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3 Structure of the SAMM system 

The overall design of the system allows the incorporation of the latest advances 
in software development, at both scaleable and dynamic levels, enabling the 
progressive incorporation of new software components based on their 
availability and without the need for the whole programme to be fully functional. 
The diagram below shows the structure of the system: 
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Figure 1: Structure of the SAMM system. 

     The core is basically responsible for coordinating/distributing/managing the 
available processes, data and resources, controlling the interaction with the 
databases and supervising the global connectivity, integrity and security of the 
system. Additionally, it provides the following essential services: Information 
Processing Service, Data Service and Mapping Service. State-of-the-art 
technology has been chosen to meet these requirements including, amongst 
others, the Microsoft .Net Framework 3.0 platform, with support for Windows 
Vista, 64 bits and multithreading. 
     A processing management system has been designed and implemented which 
enables encapsulation of the different operations which modify the status of the 
system to allow their serialisation and later transfer between the different 
consoles and system server, providing a high level technological platform that 
guarantees synchronisation of the different SAMM terminals. This system 
enables centralised processing of the operations performed, which facilitates the 
development of recovery methods in the event of failures, system status 
monitoring and permission management. This processing management system 
has been designed in such a way that the definition of a specific operation is 
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uncoupled from its final implementation, enabling the different packets to 
establish new implementations tailored to their field of action. 
     Notable among the main design features of SAMM are its flexible and open 
nature, its sophisticated user-friendly interface, and the use of the latest available 
state-of-the-art technology in its development.  

4 Utilities and applications 

SAMM is a tool for the creation and edition of simulations (hypothetical 
situations in the monitoring zone) so that users can define any meteorological or 
maritime traffic condition. The monitored real information can be used initially 
in the simulations and afterwards be modified and adapted. This way, SAMM is 
a tool that allows evaluating possible evolutions from the current situation and 
pondering the impact that different actions can produce on the system level of 
alert. It also permits to study past situations and weight the alternatives that 
could have been taken to improve the response in similar situations. 
     SAMM provides oil and other pollutants spill simulations tools able of 
simulating sceneries with different meteorological conditions, of seeing how the 
spill with behave, or obtaining physic-chemistry information about the spill in 
every point of time and space of the simulation taking into account its 
degradation and climate conditions. It also can determine the impact of the spill 
in the coast and its behaviour. It is also possible to compare several simulations 
made with different parameters or models of simulations. On the other hand, it 
allows doing on-line simulations from other remote stations, so that it gives 
access and the necessary power of calculus to do simulations to other users. The 
system can be used as a test bed for the research and development of new 
algorithms and heuristics for risk management, oil spill simulations and other 
spills.  
     SAMM can give a remote test bed to help researchers to develop new 
modules using the power of the system, enhancing the cooperative research and 
the study of environmental prevention techniques. In this way, SAMM already 
incorporates different programmes to simulate marine currents [4], dumping of 
sewage and brine in offshore waters [5, 6] and oil slick path, weathering and oil 
slick-coast interaction [1]. 
     A 3D mass consistent model with finite volumes for marine current 
simulation was implemented. Basically, this programme looks for a vector field 
u that approaches another vector field u0 that is the result of interpolating 
experimental measurements of marine current velocities obtained from current 
meters. The new vector field u has to verify, on the one hand, the mass 
conservation law, on the other hand, the velocity field deviation by the marine 
bottom orography. The problem to solve is the following one: 
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     In order to simulate the dumping of sewage and brine in offshore waters, a 3D 
Taylor-Galerkin version with finite volumes for the pollutant concentration 
simulation was implemented. The dynamic mathematical expression for the 
concentration of waste c for three dimensions that includes the effect of diffusion 
and degradation may be expressed as: 
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where c is the mean concentration averaged over a time much larger than the 
typical time scale of turbulent fluctuations; u, v and w are respective components 
of the velocity u; Dx, Dy and Dz are the respective components of the diffusion 
diagonal tensor D; k is the decay coefficient for non-conservative substances 
(e.g. k = (5.10-7-10-5) s-1 for coliform concentration); and SS is the all important 
source terms. 
     A numerical scheme assessment and a study of the unsteady problem 
accuracy have been carried out in [5]. The results obtained with the model 
validation test had very satisfactory, since the approximated solution obtained 
with the model for the pollutant concentration calculation was very similar to the 
analytical solution. Furthermore, the model does not suffer from false diffusion 
in multi-dimensional flows although the velocity vector is not parallel to one of 
the coordinate directions. 
 

 

Figure 2: Wind (big arrows) and marine current (small arrows) fields are 
shown with an oil slick that is going from NE to SW (see the 
circle). 
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Figure 3: Wind (big arrows) and marine current (small arrows) fields are 
shown with an oil slick that is hitting the coast (see the circle). 

     With respect to the oil slick path, a Lagrangian model was implemented, in 
which a drift angle for the slick has been incorporated (between 0º and 13º in 
accordance with field and laboratory experiments and previous oil spill data [7]) 
which is randomly generated for each time step in the execution of the software. 
As for the spreading of the oil slick, random speeds are determined with a 
uniform distribution proportional to the diffusion coefficients provided by Fay’s 
formula [8] - with the constant k2 = 0.725 (value recommended by Flores et al. 
[9]) - and the relation between the coefficients of diffusion and the fluctuation 
intervals of the speeds given by Leitão [10]. The random speeds are determined 
as proposed by Proctor et al. [11]. 
     With regards to the question of weathering, new methodology from Fingas 
[12, 13] to evaluate the rate of evaporation and the quantitative prediction of 
emulsification in the slick has been incorporated. 
     Finally, the length of the shoreline contaminated by oil slicks transported in 
the nearshore environment is evaluated following the work from Cheng et al. 
[14]. 
     The screen shot shown in fig. 4 is related to external data capture by the 
application (in this case of winds from buoys or weather stations), and to the 
mesh generated for interpolation. As can be seen, the user defines the mesh in 
accordance with the required resolution. Two different meshes can be seen from 
wind velocity data obtained at different weather stations. The larger scale shows 
data at ocean level, while the smaller scale shows a detail at port level where a 
higher resolution is required.  
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Figure 4: Screen shot related to external data capture by the application (in 
this case of winds from buoys or weather stations), and to the mesh 
generated for interpolation. 
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